[The detection of oxidation-modified lipoproteins and their antibodies in case of complicated course of myocardial infarction with segment ST boost].
According contemporary conceptions, the key role in the development of atherosclerosis play the low density oxidative modified lipoproteins and its antibodies. The purpose of the study was to discover the characteristics of changes in lipid metabolism indicators, including the low density oxidative modified lipoproteins and their antibodies. The factors of oxidative status in patients with cardiac infarction with complicated and non-complicated course were considered. It is established that the development of cardiac infarction is followed the increase of concentration of low density oxidative modified lipoproteins and their antibodies both during the first day after acute pain syndrome and stabilization period. The evaluation of content of low density oxidative modified lipoproteins and their antibodies broaden the possibilities of diagnostics, prognosis and decrease of risk of development both acute and recurrent coronary events.